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Jack Nichols pickets at Independence Hall for first Annual Reminder (left) 
Picketers at the Annual Reminder (right)



Two men (Jim Fouratt at right) holding Christopher Street Liberation Day banner, 
1970. Photograph by Diana Davies. NYPL, Manuscripts and Archives Division, 
Diana Davies Papers. Copyright Diana Davies.



HISTORY OF THE TERM “PRIDE”

 From Old Late English 
 Had cognates in Kentish (prede), Mercian 

(prud), Old Norse, Old Swedish, Old 
Danish

 Personified as one of the seven deadly sins
 Medieval artists used lions as a 

representation of pride, and later the term 
pride came to be used to describe a group of 
lions 





“‘Covering oneself ’ [is] the natural expression of shame.” 
– Oxford English Dictionary



EXPRESSIONS OF PRIDE

Self-Determination 
and Naming Building Community

Social and Artistic 
Expression



In her 1994 book Transgender Nation, Gordene Olga MacKenzie described 
the term transgender as “self-generated and not medically applied and [not] 

a term of disempowerment.” 



“They recreated themselves as people they chose to be, not people they 
were told they had to be.” 

–Michael Bronski, Culture Clash: The Making of Gay Sensibility



Vernita Gray (right) and the first Chicago Gay Liberation rally in 1970 (left)



Bisexual rights activist Brenda Howard



“Leaders promoted silent vigils and polite pickets such as the Annual 
Reminder in Philadelphia. Since 1965, a small, polite group of gays and 

lesbians had been picketing outside Liberty Hall. The walk would occur in 
silence. Required dress on men was jackets and ties; for women, only dresses. 

We were supposed to be unthreatening.” –Activist Fred Sargeant



Bisexual rights activist Brenda Howard



Dyke March in San Francisco, 1993 (right); Trans March in Portland (left)



“[Martin Rock’s] call to gather in mutual support was received by lesbian 
and gay people as a welcome respite from overt rejection and from the 

subtle ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’ mood in other areas of society and some 
churches.” – Richard Lichty, An Increase in Time



“It is hoped that…through being open and unapologetic about its 
position, Germantown Mennonite church will continue to be a shining 
example for the inclusion of all oppressed groups within the Anabaptist 

tradition.” – Joe Miller, 1992 Dialogue 





“Read any number of coming out stories and you will discover that many 
gay men and lesbians first identified their sexual feelings and desires after 

reading something about homosexuality.”
—Michael Bronski, Culture Clash











“[Pride is] a consciousness of what befits, is due to, or is worthy of oneself 
or one’s position.” – Oxford English Dictionary
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